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Cultural industries are accountable for producing, directly, 4,4% of the

EU’s total GDP and for being the third-largest employer in the continent

(7.6 million jobs). In terms of comparison, this sector has a higher

economical contribution than the telecommunications, high technology,

pharmaceutical or automotive industries. This is without taking into

account the indirect revenues and jobs it generates. For example, cultural

tourism represents 40% of all tourism in the EU. In the USA, the situation

is similar: cultural industries make up for 4.3% of the GDP and generate

5.2 million jobs. In contrast, this sector benefits from very little public

funding, accounting for less than 1% of the total spending in the EU.

The cultural sector

We're also facing a highly concentrated industry. Very few countries (only 7,

to be specific), control 93% of the world's art market, which accounted for

more than $50B USD in 2020 and $67B USD in 2018, before COVID. Within

this market, if we look at auctions (which represent 35% of total sales), we

see that the top 0.03% of the sector, holds 41% of the profit. Sales priced

over $1M USD actually represent almost 60% of the total auction sales. The

worst part is that most artists don’t benefit from the pricey sales of their

artworks. It’s a market that works for few art dealers and few  speculators.

Nonetheless, the market is adapting fast, mainly since the introduction of

NFTs in the art sphere. The contemporary art market took 21 years to

grow a staggering 2,700% (which for a traditional market is quite huge).

However, NFTs transactions went from $13.7M USD in the first semester

of 2020, to $2.5B USD in the first semester of 2021, an 18,000% increase

in only one year. So far, in 2021 NFT trade has already hit $10B USD, which

is equivalent to 20% of the global market value of fine arts (which include

contemporary art) in 2020.
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Besides, when it comes to wages, they are consistently lower than the

average. In the UK, for example, 66% of all artists make less than £10,000

(around $13,200 USD) from their art, while the median annual income

reaches £29,900 (almost $40K USD). In the USA, like with most higher

education courses, art students tend to end up with a heavy debt load

once they’re graduated. In fact, 7 of the 10 most expensive higher

education institutions in the USA are art schools, making the

corresponding student loans higher than those for non-art schools.

Meanwhile, most working artists in the USA have a median annual income

of $30,621 USD, when the national average sits at $41,573 USD. With

higher debts and lower earnings, most art graduates are forced into other

industries and jobs in order to pay their bills, which explains partially why

only 10% end up as working artists.

The artist's struggle

Although these industries have a massive impact in our economies, their

main actors, the creators, are the most precarious stakeholders in the

sector. If we concentrate in contemporary art, fine arts graduates have a

really difficult time integrating the labour market. Statistics show that, in

the USA, only 10% of all arts graduates make their primary earnings as

working artists. In France, only 5% to 10% of all artists can live off

exclusively from their art earnings. In fact, 57% of them are obliged to find a

complementary job in the cultural field, while the rest work for non-artistic

industries. In Spain, 50% of fine arts graduates are still unemployed four

years after their graduation. 

If this wasn't enough, the chances of an art's graduate to become a working

artist are far worst if they are female. Although women earn 70% of

bachelor of fine arts and 65 to 75% of master of fine arts degrees in the

USA, only 46% of working artists are women. Today, less than 14% of living

artists represented by galleries in Europe and North America are women,

and female artists are still making 74¢ for every dollar made by male artists.
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The artists' needs

74%

After extensive research, we also came to understand that artists were

lacking some essential tools to achieve their financial sustainability. In all

the fine arts syllabus and academic curriculums that we analysed, both in

North America and Europe, almost none included business courses that

would help young artists' professional integrations. This is a population

that is very likely to become self-employed (3.6 times), therefore these

skills are essential. In the USA, if only 9% of all workers are self-

employed, this reality represents more than 35% of all working artists.

Sales tool to track
revenue and expenses

Networking with
other artists

Help finding 
face-to-face exhibitions

Help searching for 
grants, residencies
& open calls

Project management and
social media
guidance

Professional
development
help

88%

80% 80%

67% 73%

*Visual artists: 10 million. Confidence interval: 95%. Margin of error: 8%. Required sample
size: 151 participants.

We realised then, that artists are facing many obstacles to achieve their

financial independence, and that the market offers very few solutions. To

confirm our assumption, we conducted a study with more than 150 artists*

in order to analyse and understand, in depth, what they are lacking to

become full-time creators. Their answers were:
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Introducing art2act

art2act is a child of its time. Born amidst populism, the COVID-19

pandemic, climate change and increasing social polarisation. It is in this

perfect storm that we set out to change the world, with the most

effective tool available to Humanity: Culture. We support artists and

creators, historically resilient characters, who are willing to risk

everything to convey their messages, passions, and emotions. With them,

we will change the world. 

We're not just another place to sell art, but a living and growing

ecosystem that brings together the different actors in the sector with

unparalleled efficiency, connecting and empowering them, to turn

their dreams and ideas into reality. art2act is a democratic platform,

made by artists and art lovers, focused on developing and creating real

cultural opportunities, all powered by blockchain technology. 

Using Blockchain as its primary tool, art2act is the vehicle for the

democratisation and decentralisation of the deeply concentrated and

opaque sector of contemporary art.
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Based on our artist centred market research, we've developed a modular

ecosystem that connects artists and other stakeholders across their

different areas of need, potentiating an efficient exchange of value for all

the community. 



Ecosystem Overview

Artist
Launchpad

Communities

NFTs

Metaverse

Opportunities

Marketplace

Business
tools

Services

Our ecosystem, will consist of the following modules

Our ecosystem is accessible through a multidevice

platform, personalized for each user:

- Artists

- Institutions

- Art lovers and collectors



Ecosystem modules

Artist Launchpad

Objective

A place where we help launch artists, projects, expositions, or events

through a crowdfunding concept. Launchpad divided into phases: early,

and standard, to allow for stakers to have early access to opportunities. 

Concept of Launchpad

Collection concept - artists asks for a funding to execute the collection.

Goals can be used as funding milestones. Contributors get access to the

exposition for free, free artwork, a % of his proceeds in the future.

Patreon Artist - “Request for salary based funding”. Annual review of what

was done. Patreons would get a commission of the artist “profit

Exhibitions: Artists or institutions want to organize an event and would

request funding. Investors would get cheaper tickets or special

conditions.

Projects - gaming/artistic project

Business Case

For artists - help fund artists' ideas, collections, projects or exhibitions.

For institutions - help institutions scout for fresh talent. Fund events.

Gain visibility and Corporate Social Responsibility. Create a proposal.

Invest in projects/artworks

For art lovers - Patreon (or invest in) artists. Access cultural events.

Purchase art. Create a proposal.

Art2Act would get a commission of the raised money (e.g. 5%). An

upfront fee to avoid spam. Staking could potentially waive this fee. 
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Potential Token Functionality

Staking - acess to launchpad offers per tiers



Ecosystem modules

NFTs

Objective

The NFT module of the platform is where the user will be able to create his

own NFTs. This module would allow for both simple NFT minting (Unique

pieces), but also multiple editions versions (N/N copies of an art piece), or

even evolving collections with different art pieces. In this module, the

user should also be able to view previously created NFTs and manage

them, find metrics associated with them and add functionalities

(unlockable content, infuse tokens).

Business Case

Allow users to easily mint NFT for a large range of different blockchains

(e.g. ETH, Matic, Flow, Tezos, BSC, Solana, etc). Support different types of

minting (Normal and Lazy Minting). Support more advanced

implementation of NFTs (costum contracts, and even features). Cross

marketplace royalty registry.

Fixed Royalty share to Art2act (1-2% for example)

NFT Minting - connected directly to Portfolio and Marketplace

Collection Management

Advanced Smart Contract Options - unlockable content, infuse tokens

Instructing and educating users on the creation and potential of NFTs.

Advanced objectives: we can consider having fractionalization options for

NFTs directly on the platform.

Consulting/Help with custom options
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Potential Token Functionality

Staking: access/discount advanced features like custom smart contract,

advanced NFT concepts, discounting in NFT consulting, help with NFTing

a physical art piece



Ecosystem modules

Opportunities

Objective

Opportunities is a module that focuses on connecting the different users

of the platform to exchange value. From job opportunities to events,

workshops or grants, Opportunities gives intrinsical value for the artists'

development and rewards users offering this value

Business Case

Artists financial sustainability is the major need we are trying to solve.

They lack business skills to find opportunities and position themselves.

art2act connects them with stakeholders interested in receiving or giving

value to artists. When it comes to giving, from Hotel to restaurant chains,

design and architecture studios, organisations and individuals that buy

large amounts of art and can provide real development opportunities to

artists in the platform. Artists apply and are chosen for the job, the

organisation officializes the position and receives rewards for the

opportunity posting, the contract is formalized within the platform. If the

opportunity was an event/workshop, there would be the possibility of

buying entrance tickets and formalizing everything in the platform

For artists - offer quality opportunities weekly

For institutions and art lovers - provide a platform with a quality artists

database and incentives for providing opportunities
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Potential Token Functionality

Staking to access events or workshops

Token rewards to the entity that posted the job offer or other

opportunity. After confirmation by the artist s/he really got the

opportunity. Requires proof (contract or other). 



Ecosystem modules

Communities

Objective

Part of the platform that is mainly composed by Forum, News and

Governance section. The forum is where users discuss different topics of

interest, whereas news is simply a review of the latest updates on the

art/crypto sector. Forum should be the major centre point of this section

and should be easy to navigate and find the topics created by the

community. Governance is where users will vote on ecosystem decisions

Business Case

User retention is one of the strongest challenges of any platform. With

relevant and reliable information we will retain better users. There should

be the possibility of monetizing threads. To create a cycle where users

feed this module of the platform, incentives will be given for interactions

and rewards for quality posting 

To have a point of continuous engagement from the community in our

platform.

To have relevant threads that create "stickyness" in our platform

To give voice to platform users to decide where art2act evolves
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Potential Token Functionality

Monetizing threads, giving rewards and incentives to active users

Voting rights



Ecosystem modules

Metaverse

Objective

To help build the future of the metaverse, use our artists to build new

developments. From VR exhibitions to avatar creation: 

Business Case

To attract digital artists with a concept that is trending. It will help to

connect with artists from the gaming industry. We would receive based on

commissions/royalties

Explore the concept of rewarding artists for creations made for art2act to

exploit (for example in Sandbox)

To give value towards building quality virtual experiences

To create connections/partnerships with Gaming

studios/Decentraland/Sandbox

A module dedicated to building the future, to supporting persistent online

3-D virtual environments and online experiences for our users. 

Video games - incorporating aspects of social media and  experiences

into a persistent virtual world

Virtual reality - creating interactive environments to offer new artistic,

didactic and immersive experiences to our users. 
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Potential Token Functionality

Rewards for creating metaverse components

Staking - discount for VR exhibitions

Staking - commission cap based on quantity staked

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_environment


Ecosystem modules

Marketplace

Objective

To be the first choice as a marketplace to the users of our platform. 

Business Case

Having an all-in-one solution for the professional development of artists

would not be completed without ending the value chain of selling their

work. The marketplace comes in as a easy integrated solution to all users,

that can seamlessly translate their work on the platform towards their

storefront. Commission per piece sold is the clearest business case but

the overall solution potentiates user retention

To establish ourselves as a quality solution for both traditional and crypto

artists

To integrate seamlessly traditional and crypto-art, paving the way for

mass adoption in the sector

A hybrid marketplace where users can have a storefront where they sell

their pieces (physical and digital) 

The end of the value-chain for artists and a secondary market for art-

lovers and institutions, in this module we end our systemic solution,

providing a space to monetize creations. 
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Potential Token Functionality

Staking - cashback rewards alter based of staking tiers 

Cashback for buying

Staking - commission cap based on quantity staked



Ecosystem modules

Business Tools

Objective

To be able to create a professional routine for artists

Business Case

Centred in having good user retention while providing value, the business

case of this module is complementary, since it creates "stickyness" in our

platform. Beyond this, the Profile section will have a premium versions,

where the storefront can be fully editable visually.

To incentivise user retention

To push artists to have a better online marketing positioning

A set of project management tools to help artists professionalize their

work-flow. It is composed by Profile (storefront and main point of

visibility for all users interacting with this account), Portfolio (a project

management tool where artists can add their new work and series and set

deadlines), Sales and Expenses (an overview of artists Profit&Loss) and

Social media tracker (where artists can push themselves to progress in

their social media efforts)

Portfolio of average users to understand the value of their art
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Potential Token Functionality

Rewards and incentives

Staking tier gives you access to premium profile



Ecosystem modules

Services

Objective

To offer relevant value to the platform users

Business Case

Having different services that users might appreciate will also help us

understand where the market is aiming. If the are particular services that

are cost-effective and provide good profit, study the possibility of

integrating them into our internal offer.

In this area art2act connects users with organisations interested in

providing services to them. From consulting services, to printing,

equipment or renting studios, art2act intermediates

Commission based fees

The list of potential services is non-exhaustive since there are different

opportunities to intermediate, even country-wise (for example, in France

there are fiscal advantages on owning art)

To create strong partnerships and win-win synergies

To understand better market dynamics and potential niches
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Potential Token Functionality

Staking: cashback based on staking tier



An institutional approach

Key partners

Our key partners are organizations that represent artists (eg. Fine art

Universities, Art Association, Fine Art Circles, etc). They will be key for: 

Users' acquisition - They will bring many users at the same time

Feeding the community - With token incentives and rewards, they will help

maintain the self-sustainability of the ecosystem

Brand exposure - They will be one of the main community ambassadors

Key accounts

Our key accounts are organizations that have key value for artists. They

will be crucial to maintaining a good customer retention rate. They will be

organizations such as Hospitality Chains, Interior Design Studios,

Galleries, Cultural centers, among others.

They will be key for: 

Users' Retention - Key opportunities justify the presence of many artists

Artists Financial Sustainability - Key accounts can provide a lot of value

Brand exposure -  The association with Key accounts reinforces the

credibility of the ecosystem.

Our business Development effort focuses on: 

How will they help keep the platform sustainable? 

art2act Chapter Houses - partnerships, incentive-based, to develop actions

that help artists and increase our user base (eg. Exhibition, social

gathering, opportunities, proposals)

How will they help keep the platform sustainable? 

By connecting key accounts with the value they are looking for and

incentivizing them to do so, we assure that institutional value is being

exchanged in our platform, providing financial sustainability commission

wise for us, alongside user retention.
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Staking Governance

Incentives Means of reward

NFT drops Mean of exchange

Ecosystem Incentives

33%

Project Funds

25%

Contributors

17%

Team and advisors

15%

Initial Liquidity and Incentives

10%

2act tokenomics

2ACT is a token that incentivises and supports users  to grow the

ecosystem network, increase its utility  and create organic network

effects.  This allows art2act to be a supportive community of users and

early adopters from the beginning, that are deeply interested in the

platform growth.

2act Functionalities
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making Culture thrive

art2act envisions the decentralisation of the cultural sector, making it

independent and tailored by its community. It thrives to be the ultimate

platform for the professional empowerment of artists. 
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We are deeply convinced that a decentralised cultural sector, one that

includes more its stakeholders, whether they are art buyers, supporters or

creators, will bring in a lot of capitalisation. This happened, for example,

with NFTs, where decentralisation and a community-based approach were

key factors for the development and rise of art creation, as well as for the

quick and massive capitalisation of the market.

In art2act, we want to make sure today’s artists have access to all the

tools they need in order to become financially independent through their

art. Being deeply convinced that blockchain will empower them to

unprecedented levels, we are here to be the bridge artists need to walk

through this digital revolution, without ever conditioning their work, their

revenues and their creative freedom. The same applies to other essential

stakeholders in the sector, like fine art universities and various education

institutions, fine arts circles, public and private cultural foundations, as

well as art consumers and investors, whether they're big or small. art2act

is here to be the bridge they need to enter the blockchain sphere, which

will bring a radical and much needed change to the cultural sector.

By providing an ecosystem where all of these stakeholders can interact
openly, safely and easily, using the tools blockchain technology can provide,
we will create a positive feedback loop and will, ultimately, generate culture.
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Gastão de Oliveira - COO and Marketing

Felipe Sangareau - BDO and Partnerships

PhD in Nanotechnology, working with NASA Gusto Mission.

Blockchain expert, co-founder of NFP, and early blockchain

investor.

Tomás Serrano - CEO and Financial

The team behind it all

MBA, experienced in Project Management, Strategy and

Implementation, with a background in Business Development in

the start-up environment. 

MSc in Psychology in Business and Economics, an expert in

digital marketing, experienced in artistic career and project

management. 

MSc in Cultural Management and International Relations. Expert

in business development and PR in the cultural sector.

Experienced consultant for cultural enterprises.

José Silva - Blockchain Advisor

Daniel Moreira - Marketing Consultant

With more than 10 years of experience in Marketing, Design and

Communication. Specialised in Inbound and Content Marketing.

ZRP - IT Partner

ZRP is a technological consultancy specialized in

software development, design, and implementation

of digital products and services.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jos%C3%A9-rui-silva-50ab2793/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/felipe-sangareau/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gast%C3%A3o-pinto-de-oliveira/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tomas-serrano-ramires/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danielzmoreira/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/zrptech/
https://zrp.com.br/



